Half-Fey
"The figure that approached from the wood appeared, at first
glance, to be a dryad. His hair was an autumnal gold, and his
skin a sort of dark oak color. Only his more masculine
features, a strong face and a broad chest, denoted him for
what he was; a dryadae, the child of a dryad and a mortal.
The fears of the loggers in the group were momentarily
assuaged, seeing his gender. Surely no man, no matter how
strange, would aid a group of elves in protecting the wood
from relentless exploitation. They knew little of the world,
while the druids and rangers almost grinned at the
unexpected reinforcement.
As the dryadae drew a sword, however, they quickly found
their fears returned, even as they noticed for the first time the
way the vines and grasses tangled around their legs, the
forest rising to expel the intruders."
~ Ethelberd, storyteller to the forests
Elusive and mysterious, half-fey are the result of unions
between mortals and the stranger denizens of the Feywild.
Far more than the elves and half-elves of the world, half-fey
are wonderous beings, attuned to nature and strange forces
that reach beyond even the natural world seen by most. Their
heritage is rarely obscure; where some might forget the elves
are descendents of the Fey, none could mistake the half-fey
for anything but.

Sylvan Nights

Denizens of the Feywild seem drawn to the peoples of the
Material Plane. They are fascinated by the mortal races, and
many find joy in observing and interacting with them.
Furthermore the Feywild, being a place of ethereal beauty
and captivating strangeness, imparts similar qualities on
almost every denizen within. So it is no surprise, given these
two facts, that many in the mortal realm would find the
denizens of the Feywild alluring and irresitable, and certain
Fey, when confronted by particularly interesting and
personable mortals, might feel the same.
Half-fey are most often born of humans or elves, paired
with Fey beings. Elves, of course, originated from the Feywild
themselves, and many exploring Fey find them a comforting
sort of familiarity in a world given to periods of darkness and
strife. Humans, meanwhile, are fascinating and strange in
their oddly short lives and the unassuming passion with
which they live them.

Life in Interesting Times

Half-fey are particularly fond of adventure, as it often is one of
the few traits shared between both of their parents. A Fey not
given to exploration and whimsey is unlikely to have
encountered any mortals; and few sedentary mortals find
their way into the company of the Fey.
Where half-elves find their halfbreed nature to be a burden,
half-fey seldom notice it as such. Many spend little time in
civilized areas, instead finding the wilds of the Material
Plane. They explore to their heart's content and beyond, and
many aspire to visit the land told to them in their youth
through stories and song. Most live to be free, and are thus
free to be alive.

Child of Fairytales

As most children, the half-fey are brought up with stories of
magic and wonder, and frequently see the presence of their
Fey ancestors in such stories. One of the hardest times in
their lives is when these stories constitute much of their
knowledge of the Fey. Tales are not always kind, and evil
fairies and wicked creatures abound. While this makes some
half-fey sensitive to distrust and misunderstanding of Fey
creatures, most overcome this when they reach adulthood.
Those half-fey raised in the Feywild itself are more affected
by their youthful bedtime stories. While their parent might
have wonderful stories of the Material Plane, and the
happiness and joy they found while there, many in the
Feywild are of a different opinion. No matter their
strangeness compared to normal humans or elves, a half-fey
raised in the Feywild almost always feels more at home on
the Material Plane than amongst the incomprehensible Fey.

Half-Fey Names

Like half-elves, many half-fey are given elven names. However,
their name might be sorely out of place in time; Sylvan names
popular amongst the elves thousands and thousands of years
ago are remembered by the Fey as though it were yesterday.
Other half-fey, generally named by their mortal parent, will be
named after natural phenomenon like different flowers or
trees. Some are even named after the lake, forest, or valley
where their mortal parent first met their Fey lover.

Half-Fey Traits

Half-fey gain many of their traits from their fey parentage,
mixed in with certain mortal traits from their other parent. In
appearance, many decidedly take after one parent or another.
Ability Score Increase. Your Wisdom increases by 2.
Age. Half-fey mature around as quickly as humans. They
commonly live as long as elves, but generally do not mature
much past their youthful and young-adult pesonality and
mindset.
Alignment. Many half-fey are chaotic, reflecting the chaotic
nature of the Feywild, which likewise leads to a great diversity
of good versus evil. Many Fey barely know the difference
themselves, and the half-fey are sometimes similarly
confused.
Size. Half-fey are the same general size and shape as
humans. Dryadae are typically of elven height, and sylphae
are generally between 4 and 5 feet tall. Your size is Medium.
Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.
Darkvision. Thanks to your fey ancestry, you have superior
vision in dark and dim conditions. You can see in dim light
within 60 feet as if it were bright light, and darkness as if it
were dim light. You can't discen color in darkness, and see
the world in shades of gray.
Fey Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws versus
charms, and magic cannot put you to sleep.
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common and
Sylvan.
Dryadae

The children of dryads are typically at home in natural
surroundings, and at peace amongst the trees and grasses.
They inherit some of the physical traits of their fey parent,
like darker skin tones reminiscent of oak or redwood. Most
notably, the children of dryads inherit their fey parent's
seasonal hair. The hair of a dryadae shifts from fiery reds and
gleaming golds in fall, to snowy white in the winter. Their hair
in the summer looks the most usual, with normal shades of
brown, while their hair in spring takes the color of bright
green leaves, or the myriad hues of blooming flowers.
Ability Score Increase. Your Constitution increases by 1.
Friend to the Forests. Your status as a child of nature
gives you advantage on social checks to interact with dryads,
druids, and other guardians of nature.
Bulwark of Wood. While your skin is not literally bark, it is
tougher and more resilient than most. Your base armor class
is 12 + your Dexterity modifier while not wearing any armor.
Wildspeech. You know the druidcraft cantrip. At 3rd level,
you can cast the speak with animals spell once per long rest.
At 5th level, you can cast the speak with plants spell once per
long rest. Wisdom is your spellcasting ability for these spells.

Nymphae

The children of nymphs possess the beauty of pure, unsullied
water. They move like gentle streams, and have playful and
quickly shifting expressions, with shimmering blue eyes.
Their physical appearance is the most influenced by their
mortal parent out of all the half-fey, save for their eyes; those
descended from rivers and lakes have bright blue eyes, while
those of the seas and oceans have eyes the color of foaming
waves.
Ability Score Increase. Your Charisma increases by 1.
Extra Language. Your command of language is wider than
that of others. You know one additional language, generally
one taught to you by your mortal parent.
Amphibious. Water recognizes your fey heritage and
accepts you as a creature of the rivers and oceans. You can
breathe both air and water, and have a swim speed of 30.
Fey-Touched Beauty. You know the friends cantrip. At 3rd
level, you can cast the charm person spell once per long rest.
At 5th level, you can now cast charm person twice per long
rest. Charisma is the spellcasting ability for these spells.
Alternate Feature
Your DM may choose to change the Fey-Touched
Beauty feature by allowing the following alternate
feature.
Fey-Touched Beauty. You know the friends
cantrip. At 3rd level, you can cast friends without
the target knowing that you purposefully charmed
it. You may only affect a creature in this way once
per day, and any creature who witnessed you do so
cannot be similarly affected. At 5th level, you can
cast charm person once per long rest. Charisma is
the spellcasting ability for these spells.

Sylphae

The children of sylphs are light and capricious, and enjoy
glorying in the wide open skies. Their complexions are pale
and light, but it is their wings that are the most striking.
Bright patterns of lines and curves stand out against
gossamer wings in glimmering shades of blue, gold, silver,
and green. They are prouder of their wings than anything else
in life, and bask in any compliments or awe given to them.
Though they are small enough to be hidden under wraps
beneath their clothes, to do so would be truly unthinkable.
Ability Score Increase. Your Dexterity increases by 1.
Lightweight. You weigh half as much as a normal creature
your size, and count as one size smaller than you are for the
purposes of wielding weapons with the Heavy feature.
Born to the Skies. You have a flying speed of 40 feet. You
may not fly when wearing Heavy armor, or any armor you are
not proficient with. You also may not fly when wearing
backpacks or armor unless they have been modified to
accomodate your wings.
Gossamer Wings. Your wings are light and fragile. If you
take piercing, slashing, or force damage equal to or higher
than ten times your proficiency bonus while in flight, you
must make a Constitution save or fall. The DC of this save is
equal to half the damage dealt. On a failure, you fall to the
ground and take half the normal falling damage; on a
success, you glide to the ground and take no damage. You
may not fly again until you regain hit points from any source.
Colors of Light. You know the gust cantrip. At 3rd level,
you may cast the color spray spell once per long rest. At 5th
level, you may cast the hypnotic pattern spell once per long
rest. You may only cast either of these spells if your wings are
unbound and visible. Wisdom is the spellcasting ability for
these spells.
Alternate Flight
Your DM may choose to change your flying ability
by removing the Gossamer Wings feature and
reducing your flying speed by 20ft.
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